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“I wouldn’t hesitate to recommend 
Fuel Creativity to anyone who needs 
a strategic agency to help sharpen-
up their brand communication or 
digital user-interface design. The 
workshops were enlightening for 
our teams and FCL successfully 
captured the essence of the Fashion 
GPS brand in our ‘Brand House’. We 
are delighted that the new brand 
identity is now in line with our 
aspirations. Then FCL masterfully 
restruc ture d a nd re designe d  
our complex technology interface 
to optimise it ’s 
u s a b i l i t y.  T h e 
whole exercise 
was invaluable 
to Fashion GPS 

and we enjoyed 
work ing with their 

professional team.”

Eddie Mullon CEO, 
Fashion GPS

“We are delighted with our new 
website and cannot thank the team 
at Fuel Creativity enough for their 
amazing work. The whole team were 
superb from start to finish and not 
only exceeded our expectations, but 
were also a real pleasure to work with. 
Staff were incredibly patient with us 
during the building of the site and, 
more importantly, were and have been 
readily available with good advice and 
support ever since. It seems there was 
no problem that they couldn’t solve 
and we are very grateful. We cannot 
recommend Fuel 
enough and hope 
to be working 
with them on 
any projects we 

have in the future.”

Catherine Armstrong 
Member & Admin 

Manager, The Tree 
Council

Fuel Creativity is a full-service graphic design 
agency that is widely experienced, flexible 
and results-focused. 

We like to develop a deep understanding of 
your business and build a strong, long lasting 
relationship. We expect to impress and aim to 
deliver beyond expectations.



Ð

The success of Fuel Creativity is attributable to three 
factors: expertise, innovation and efficient project delivery. 
The key to producing outstanding work stems from our 
ability to keep in front of global, social, economical and 
technological trends. We aim to produce legendary design 
solutions that create business success for our clients and 
pave the way into the future of visual communication. Ó
Gillian Harding-Moore - Creative and Company Director

We are very proud of our expert teams 
who are passionate about their work

Summary of our key values

Why choose Fuel Creativity

FCL has been delivering strategic, comprehensive 
and diverse design solutions since 2002. 
Our broad expertise means that we build strong relationships 
with our clients, guiding them through branding, digital, 
print and advertising disciplines. Whether working with large 
multinational corporations or small start-up businesses, 
all aspects of our work are conducted with attention to 
detail and driven by our client's objectives. Our systems for 
account administration ensure thorough planning, strong 
communication and timely project completion. 

The case studies in this book will give you a feel for the 
quality and professionalism of our creative work. To validate 
and support many of our projects we carry out in-depth 
research, analyses, target market testing, complex technical 
development and internet marketing campaigns/web analytics. 

So if you require a top-agency service but prefer to work 
with a friendly and accountable team then please get in touch 
as we would love to hear about your business and help you 
achieve your goals.

Strategic

Researchers, Planners 
and Information 

Architects carry out 
stakeholder and user 
interviews, construct 
wireframes, conduct 

user-testing and report 
on their analyses.

This means that our 
risk-managed solutions 
give you peace of mind.

Comprehensive

Our broad spectrum of 
expertise cover your 

marketing needs across 
branding, digital, print 

and advertising.

This means that you 
can develop a strong, 

long lasting relationship 
with one agency with an 
in-depth knowledge and 

understanding of your 
business needs.

Diverse

We work for all sorts 
of clients, in a wide 

range of sectors (from 
pharmaceuticals to 

music, construction to 
media, property to FMCG, 
industrial to travel, fashion 

to charities).

This keeps our creative 
work fresh, because our 

ideas cross-fertilize. 
Appropriateness and 
target audience are 

always front of mind.

Flexible

We are a boutique 
agency who can act 
quickly to construct 
ideal bespoke teams 

for projects.

This means that you 
can enjoy a personal, 

passionate, accountable 
and adaptable service, 
reaping the benefit of 
working with highly 
motivated, top-level 

industry experts.
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We offer a complete end-to-end service ... 

... from brand conception to application, across digital, printed materials 

and advertising concepts. FCL has a record of significantly increasing its 

Client companies' success by creating their new company logo (as you 

will read in our Portfolio). Our Brand Guidelines are then meticulously 

constructed to ensure that all exposure is conducted professionally. Our 

appreciation of this process means we are highly conscientious when 

following our Clients' already established brand guidelines, ensuring 

we build on their good reputation and recognised integrity. 

It is reassuring for companies using our service to see their new or 

refreshed design concepts successfully applied across the media. It is a 

bonus when musical and moving image aspects can be added by the same 

Agency. It is a delight when the benefits of a good campaign, expertly 

conducted, have a measurably positive effect on sales and company morale. 

Corporate c1nd brand identity 

Srand g u icleli nes 

Stc1tioner:," pad; .. a9es 

Signage 

Liver:,"lapparel 

Successful branding by FCL usually involves the following: 

, Strategic brand workshops, research, interviews 
and analysis. 

, Brand values definition and visual representation to 
provide a guiding platform. 

Exploration of creative routes. 

• Market testing.

• Development of final identity and production of
stationery, signage, apparel, exhibition stands and
marketing material (as required).

• Production of brand guidelines.

Posters, banners, billboards, hoardings 

Press, magazine, mail, flyer ads 

Online banners 

Social media and viral campaigns 

Radio ads 

Music composition & production 

Film and video production 

We believe that our work should be supported by strong, 

campaignable ideas: 

Key FCL creatives have a strong background experience 
in top London Advertising Agencies. 

Fully integrated advertising concepts across digital 
and print. 

Creative film and video solutions. 

Bespoke original music composed in-house. 

Innovative ambient ad campaigns. 

Digital, on line, viral, social networking etc. solutions. 

Website and micro sites 

E-commerce 

Content management systems

Flash animation & presentations

Database systems and wikis

Banners, widgets, screensavers, e-books

Phone apps

Social networking, forums etc.

Development: Flash, HTML, CSS, XML, LAMP, .Net,

Websphere PHP, MySQL, ASP.NET, Java,Oracle

We have the skills and know-how to deliver top grade 

digital solutions: 

Experts interview stakeholders and user-groups, 
research and analyse. 

Information Architects build wireframes, carry out 
user testing with target groups. 

Template design (that can also be tested with 
target groups). 

Technical build, including front end templates and 
back end database construction, animation testing, 
training, collaboration with enterprise-level CMS 
providers & other third parties. 

Manage change requests/version control/provide 
emergency-change cover. (If required) 

Internet marketing programmes including testing 
and improvements based on results. 

Keeping clients aware of digital/internet advances 
as possible solutions. 

Brochures, books, annual reviews, reports 

Leaflets, flyers, menus, programmes 

Credentials 

CD covers, packaging, samples, containers 

We love print. Print has immediacy, impact and 

permanency: 

Our in-depth experience and understanding of 
printing methods means that we maximise 
creative possibilities and arrive at the optimum 
solutions quickly. 

Our attention to detail and thorough amendments 
system, minimise the risk of print blunders. 

We have good, long-standing relationships with 
several excellent print firms. Clear communication 
is key. 

Repeat business with FCL allows printers to offer 
us preferential rates, we pass on to our Clients. 
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We encourage regular face to face 
meetings whenever possible, but 
Skype or conference calls are a good 
alternative. Required amendments or 
actions are recorded and distributed 
by the assigned Project Manager.

We Basecamp as a central project-
hub for communication and file-
sharing between everyone involved.

Specially designed change request 
documents keep a tight record on 
progress using red, amber and green 
colour-coding for required urgency.

Time and attention to detail invested 
at this stage pays dividends. We ask 
plenty of questions because we 
need to build a perfect picture to 
understand your needs, expectation 
and technical requirements.

Time is taken to accurately scope each 
project and find the most efficient 
way of working to suit budgetary 
requirements. MS Project Gantt Charts 
outline phases, sub-phases and tasks 
over the duration of the project. 
Up-to-date timelines are submitted 
throughout if adjustments are required.

2 Detailed Project Timeline and 
Careful Planning of Resources

5 Ongoing Support,
Changes and Fixes

1 Thorough Initial Scoping
of the Project

4 Establishing Good Channels 
of Communication3 Accurate Estimating

We typically submit a Production 
Estimate, based on the expected time and 
effort involved according to our timeline. 
For large or complex projects, we provide 
a detailed Proposal that contains our 
summary of the brief, our approach, 
rationale (if relevant), explanation of 
processes, deliverables, timeline, project 
estimated costs, assumptions, foreseeable 
risks and next steps.

Here are some of our 
procedures to ensure the 
success of our projects:

Good client 
relationships come 
from strong account 
management

We have been operating since 2002. Fuel Creativity Ltd has no 
parent company. FCL has Professional Indemnity Insurance 
as well as Office, Employee and Public Liability Insurance. We 
have an alternative work location, off site backup, an up-to-
date Health and Safety policy document, Equal Opportunities 
policy and a policy on the environment.

• Meeting room with projector (seats 10-12 people)
• Off-street free parking
• Full back-up systems and networking (with off-site

back-up every two working days)
• Fuel Creativity server for previewing online

(password protected)
• Server for web development version control

Company details and in-house facilities
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Our diverse sector experience
As a business, we have worked with most of the 
industries you would care to mention; entertainment, 
leisure, FMCG, media, pharmaceuticals, construction, 
property, industrial and music. We are proud to say that 
we can turn our hands to a wide range of sectors. This 
diversity keeps our creative approach fresh and builds on 
our knowledge as an agency. Our teams, who specialize 
in branding, print design, advertising, digital, point-of-
sale or search engine optimisation, love the challenge of 
working in a variety of business areas.

Our Portfolio
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Tata Steel Europe Limited (formerly known as Corus) have 
appointed FCL to create their corporate Christmas eCards 
for the past three years running. The greetings cards are 
carefully branded and animated with the appropriate 
corporate message.  Every year FCL has produced new 
bespoke music to fit perfectly with the card’s animation 
and message. 

Following the re-brand from Corus to Tata Steel 
in 2010, the company required an eCard that would 
showcase the new brand and allow staff across the globe 
to add a personalised message to the card. The card 
featured an animated eBook of the winning entries to a 
Christmas card competition for the children of employees, 
with especially composed suitable music. As well as 
this, FCL created a purpose-built Microsite that allowed 
the flash animation to contain a personalised message. 
This meant that employees could write unique cards to 
send to their chosen recipients which, with 16 language 

Tata Steel digital Christmas e-cards with 
bespoke messages and 16 language options

versions available, were suitable for sending to a global 
customer and stakeholder base. Each staff member could 
log in, choose their language, write their unique message, 
preview the card then, once happy, create the unique 
Christmas card on its own URL. The URL (alongside the 
message for reference) was then sent to the user’s email 
address, ready to send to a contact (or contacts) from 
their own email client list. Previously sent cards, with their 
messages, were also displayed within the platform to make 
it easier for the member of staff to keep track.  

The Tata Steel Digital Comms team reported that staff 
were thrilled with the eCard and they received many 
compliments.  Over 700 unique greetings cards were 
created by staff and sent worldwide. 
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Wiki/forum for worldwide GSK workforce  
to share project information internally 
GSK wanted to harvest the collective knowledge of their global workforce and create a 
productive conference pool for staff to exchange ideas and share experience.  FCL created a wiki 
platform that could be used across-countries for all teams to post project information, discuss 
campaigns and share leads, contacts and other useful information.  

FCL worked with an an off-the-shelf wiki platform that required considerable customisation 
and simplification for GSK use.  The objective was to make the system as easy to use as possible 
- even for novice online users.  The designs included tabbed menus and attractive buttons to
'create a case study' or 'create an article'.  The top banner has a subtle animation that cycles
through different capital cities' skylines around the world, with the sky changing through night
and day, cloud, rain and blue sky.

GSK are delighted with the result and the uptake of the system, especially in the UK and Asia. 
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Following a series of Ofcom rulings, Cadbury’s, one of the 
UK’s leading brands, found that it needed to invest in high 
impact campaigns that were less intrusive than television 
advertising. They asked FCL to develop an eye catching, 
point-of-sale campaign that would encourage shoppers to 
buy the Cadbury products.

After some interesting research FCL’s creative team 
discovered two important psychological rules: 1. Chocolate 
sells better when its visible; and 2. Our eye is drawn to 
human form above any other shape. Enhancing Cadbury’s 
strapline (at the time), which was “find happiness”, we 

A unique point of sale 'Find 
Happiness' campaign for Cadbury

combined these rules, creating human form chocolate 
characters for each of Cadbury’s great brands: Caramel, 
Twirl, Bourneville, Flake and Crunchy. Each character 
manifested a personality developed through consumer 
research - hence Caramel was “Sweet, sensual and goes 
with the flow, desires lover for rich indulgence” and Flake 
“Sensual, indulgent and delicate, searching for dedicated 
lover to crumble over”. The final delivery from FCL was a 
stunning point-of-sale piece that was as eye-catching as it 
was ingenious.
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Global websites for Langham Group's three hotel brands; 
The Langham, Langham Place and Eaton Smart
FCL was challenged to design a new website for the three Langham 
Group Hotel brands. Each brand targets a different audience 
(see keywords below). The aim was to help increase the number 
of successful bookings carried out online by new and existing 
customers, through a better experience online. Guests are actively 
encouraged to book hotel rooms, Spa and restaurant visits, weddings 
and meetings/events. The sites present more effective ways to 
ncrease general data-capture/newsletter sign-up and promotion 
take-up via the global website and sub-sites.

Langham Place
• Modern
• Elegance
• Vibrant
• Invigorating
• Fun
• Dynamic
• Inspirational
• Exciting

The Langham
• Luxury
• Prestige
• Grandeur
• Timeless Elegance
• Rich Heritage
• Local Traditions
• Service
• Comfort

Eaton Smart
• Value
• Convenience
• ‘Can do’ attitude
• Modern
• Fresh
• Comfortable
• Fun
• Savvy

Please see full-size design here

Please see full-size design here Please see full-size design here

Please see full-size design here

http://www.fuelcreativity.com/Langhams/LondonTemplate.html
http://www.fuelcreativity.com/Langhams/Global.html
http://www.fuelcreativity.com/Langhams/LangPlace.html
http://www.fuelcreativity.com/Langhams/EatonSmart.html


Sainsbury’s has 803 stores across the UK. 
Approximately every 3 weeks, the head office 
marketing teams send out new point of sale 
promotional material for display in all the locations. 
The stores vary in size with different numbers of 
aisles, tills and ceiling heights etc.. It is therefore 
necessary to send different sets of point of sale 
(POS) items to different stores. There has been 
a database set up which has all the information 
necessary to allow the correct POS items to be 
sent to individual stores. This database system is 
already saving considerable amounts of money 
and reducing Sainsbury’s carbon footprint.

Alongside the POS items sent, an A4, 16 page 
catalogue is sent out to all the stores containing 
guiding information. The idea was to replace 
this system with an online platform, avoiding 
the unnecessary cost and waste of printing for 
the different branch locations. FCL developed a 
thorough proposal that used the full potential 
of Sainsbury’s database, backed by an easy to 
use content managed system. The result would 
be that individual stores could view, select and 
order point of sale items suitable for their store.

Proposal to design and build 
an intranet point of sale guide 
and reduce Sainsbury’s 
carbon footprint
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Fashion GPS is a global online system used by big fashion 
brands including Dior, Chanel, Gucci, Jimmy Choo, DKNY, 
Marc Jacobs, Diesel, Fendi, and those from Arcadia Group. 
Using digital bar-coding, the software tracks samples 
that are handled by their supporting PR companies. 
The software also manages contacts, virtual look books, 
requests, press hits, and fashion show invitations, online 
seating plans and media requests.

The company needed to develop a brand and 
interface that would better appeal to their style-
conscious audience. It was also vital to improve the 
usability to reduce the unnecessary amount of client-
training and support time. 

FCL spent several days at Fashion GPS HQ in NYC and 
carried out a series of workshops and user-shadowing. 
The company’s brand values, including personality, 

Fashion GPS brand development, interface restructure 
and design for high-end fashion management software 

Ð I wouldn’t hesitate to recommend Fuel Creativity to anyone 
who needs a strategic agency to help sharpen-up their 
brand communication or digital user-interface design. 
The workshops were enlightening for our teams and FCL 
successfully captured the essence of the Fashion GPS brand 
in our ‘Brand House’. We are delighted that the new brand 
identity is now in line with our aspirations.

mission, tone of voice, and promise were clearly defined 
into a guiding Brand House, then FCL set about creating a 
new brand that positioned Fashion GPS alongside its high-
end, stylish clients. Complete re-structuring of the system 
took place to improve usability by creating new site-maps, 
more effective labelling and wireframes, design templates, 
icons, and colour-coding.

The new Fashion GPS look and feel has helped to 
propel the company and excite the industry. Once the 
newly designed system is launched, the levels of required 
training and technical support will be monitored to 
measure a tangible part of its ROI.

Red = Urgent 

R: 204 G: 0 B: 51

Blue = Archive 
Samples

R: 66 G: 66 B: 66

Amber = Due  
(needs action) 

R: 255 G:153 B: 0

Purple = Sold, placed, 
returned to client 
(unavailable)

R: 0 G:0 B: 0

Black = Canceled, rejected, 
declined, written off, 
missing

R: 0 G:0 B: 0

Green = Samples 
out, in use

R: 0 G:153 B: 0 

Colour Definitions

Text & Numbering

Button & Search Fields

Process Bar

Stage Numbering, Text Styles & Headings

Iconography

FCL masterfully restructured and redesigned our complex 
technology interface to optimise it’s usability. The whole 
exercise was invaluable to Fashion GPS and we enjoyed 
working with their professional team.Ó
Eddie Mullon - CEO, Fashion GPS
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Rockschool is a dedicated rock/pop music examination board 
providing grade exams for electric guitar, bass, drums, piano/
keyboards and vocals. The company has been in the field for 
almost 20 years and has built up a reputation as a leading 
body for young people wanting popular music qualifications.

Rockschool required a corporate-image overhaul 
that would successfully appeal to both education 
professionals and aspiring youth. Fuel Creativity developed 
the organisation’s brand so that it reflected the edginess 
and excitement of the pop music industry as well as the 
professionalism and respect that Rockschool elicits from 
schools and colleges. 

The Rockschool symbol represents not only a sound  
wave, but a learning curve, symbolic of the progression of 
grade examinations.

The new branding and syllabus book-covers that we 
produced, were such a success that Rockschool’s book 
sales doubled in the first year after launch. This result far 
exceeded the expectation of the Directors in the first year. 
In the second year sales increased by a further 15%.

Brand identity created for the UK’s only 
dedicated rock and pop exam board

After the launch of the new brand, 
Rockschool’s book sales increased by 100%
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'Raileasy' was one of the first organisations in the UK to 
launch a mobile application for finding and purchasing 
train-journey tickets.

FCL were asked to create and design a defined user 
journey whilst developing the Raileasy brand across the 
application and interface design – for both the Android and 
non-Android mobile systems. 

We thoroughly investigated the ticketing journey and 
how the user would interact with the application. We were 
able to cut out some of the unnecessary steps by making the 
information clear, and the process easy to understand. At the 
same time, design refinements enhanced  the raileasy brand 
and upgraded the on-screen experience.

User interface design for a new UK 
train booking mobile application

We worked closely with the development team to optimise 
the design and functionality possibilities. To make the next 
step identifiable we created an automatic green highlight 
of the next field requiring an entry. We also made use of the 
sideways swipe action on the Android phone. 
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Health.gsk.co.uk website for GlaxoSmithKline

Objective: GSK required a website that provided useful information about GSK 
products to Healthcare Professionals and members of the public. The website 
should help build trust and credibility between GSK and it's customers. 

Solution:  1 – Scoping & Research 
FCL carried out key stakeholder interviews, competitor analysis, investigations 
into target user habits and preferences using techniques such as card-sorting and 
presented a project-brief summary.

2 – Information architecture, user-experience & user-testing
In Stage 2, the findings from the research were used to define labelling and 
site structure with refinements to wireframes and sitemaps to ensure all 
departments approved.  These wireframes were then tested on target users - 
HealthCare Professionals who validated the structure as well as the demand 
for GSK to provide useful, unbiased information about their products.

The structure was also optimised for SEO.

5 – Internet marketing
Online marketing 
program including 
optimised paid-search 
marketing, advanced 
search-engine 
optimisation, monthly 
analytics (reports and 
consulting), quarterly 
internet marketing 
strategy consultation, 
high impact email-
markeing and social-
media optimisation

into target user habits and preferences using techniques such as card-sorting and 

3 – Four creative routes
Four creative design routes were developed including a 
concept called 'Virtual Patient' that tests the knowledge of the 
HCP. User interface options were explored using Javascript.

4 – Final design and technical build
The chosen design routes were created and developed into 
W3CAA compliant HTML/CSS/Javascript and integrated with 
Alterian's enterprise-level CMS.



Saveit4aSong.com is an online initiative set to inspire young 
people to take an active interest in the environment, by 
connecting conservation with the music industry. 

The initiative is being developed to attract corporate 
sponsorship and is in its initial Phase. Work to date has 
included the writing and recording of a climate change 
awareness anthem, Take It All Away. – This will be used to 
promote the initiative across TV, radio and events. Creative 
artwork for the single includes photography of artist, A.J 
Moore in an urban setting with graffiti-style illustrations 
addressing climate change issues. Saveit4aSong.com is a 
‘Phase 1’ place-holder website that is fully content-managed 
with flash animation and relevant content to build traction 
to the domain. Video production highlights important topics 
and social networking sites such as You Tube, Facebook, 
Twitter and MySpace, were also created to increase 
Saveit4aSong’s online presence.

Aimed at the internet generation, 
Saveit4aSong.com is an online initiative 
set to highlight the fundamental issues 
around climate change

Although in its infancy, Saveit4aSong has already been  
endorsed by the IUCN (International Union for the 
Conservation of Nature), with performances of the song at 
the Summit in Copenhagen December 2009. FCL Creative 
Director Gillian Harding and AJ Moore have been invited to 
become members of IUCN’s Commission for Education and 
Communication (CEC). Several charities have been in contact 
with Si4aS, and talks are under way with potential corporate 
sponsors.
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PDD directors realised that, while the company had grown 
and built an enviable reputation for innovation, this was 
not clearly represented in their marketing communication. 
Different departments were speaking about the company 
in different ways. FCL’s job, was to rationalise each of the 
department’s roles (Medical, Research, Trends, Industrial 
Design, Consumer, Communications etc.) and create a 
unified picture for PDD. Defining PDD’s brand values into 
categories such as Personality, Unique Selling Points (USPs) 
with reasons why, The Client Benefit, Tone of Voice, and finally, 
The Client Face of PDD was the key to creating a successful 
clear concept that could be installed into the company’s new 
brand identity, corporate website and marketing materials.

After the website launch, overall traffic to the domain 
nearly doubled during the first 4 months of going live, 
with PDD receiving unsolicited enquiries from prospective, 
blue-chip clients, who had visited the website and 
wanted to know more. One global giant put PDD on their 
top-suppliers list as a direct result of viewing the web 
pages and analytics showed that some of PDDs target 
clients were spending up to 23 minutes on the site.

Rebrand and website for international 
product design consultancy firm PDD
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Neptune Land is a development and investment company 
that focuses on commercial property in London and the 
South East. Established in 2004 with a London base, 
the company has already worked on some major, high-
profile developments.

Neptune Land directors recognised the importance 
of having a strong corporate image that carried the right 
message to their target investors and market peers. They 
asked Fuel Creativity to develop their brand, website 
and marketing collateral.

During initial briefing workshops Fuel Creativity 
pinpointed the need for a brand that communicated a 
dual message: a young and dynamic company (flexible 
and nimble), that was also established, respectable and 
reputable. These concepts are at opposite ends of a 
spectrum, but nevertheless, the final solution successfully 

Corporate identity and advertising for 
commercial development firm Neptuneland

Ð •We are immensely proud of our identity and frequently 
receive compliments from people in the property business. 
As our ‘brand guardians’, Fuel Creativity has continually 
delivered excellent marketing materials and we have 
always been impressed with their creativity and insight.Ó
Paul Stoodley - Managing Director, Neptune Land

mixes a feeling of establishment and tradition with 
modernity and fluidity. The Neptune Land logo borrows 
its shape from the Fleur-de-Lys design. This regal symbol 
imparts a strong feeling of history and stability. The shape 
however, has been adapted to show a commercial building 
rising up and parting the water (signifying the ancient 
Greek God of Neptune parting the waves). The icon is fresh, 
modern and unique. To enhance the brand, Fuel Creativity 
developed a wallpaper graphic for use across the corporate 
stationery and website. This adds a feeling of quality, 
lifestyle and attention to detail – a valuable commercial 
property image enhancement.
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The Objective: rebrand, ‘Briggs Roofing’ to the previously 
more established name of ‘BriggsAmasco’, with the aim 
of reminding people of the company’s heritage, quality 
and reliability. Website, brochure, marketing materials, 
advertising for trade press, van livery and uniforms  
were required. 
The Solution: a simple, clean design, underpinned by 
a rosette emblem, ‘Roofing your world since 1865’ was 
created. The new brand conveyed all BriggsAmasco’s 
values and heritage, as well as a sense of dynamism and 
modernity. Meetings/workshops with BriggsAmasco’s 
directors helped FCL identify the key messages and 
company objectives, while also establishing a deeper 
understanding of the industry. This allowed FCL to  
produce effective marketing materials and create a  
fully bespoke, content-managed corporate website  
that communicated the right messages.
The Result: After the launch of the new corporate  
brand, BriggsAmasco’s turnover grew by 33%. 
FCL continues to support BriggsAmasco, and 
sub-companies Hyflex and Aperture, with design 
solutions for all of their marketing needs.

Complete brand identity for 
one of the UK’s largest specialist 
roofing companies

After the launch of the 
BriggsAmasco Brand 
turnover grew by 33%
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External Facing Systems Guide for GlaxoSmithKline 
marketers worldwide - Illustrated, animated tool 

GSK's IT department approached FCL to create an internal tool to help global GSK 
marketers better understand the security steps that they are required to follow 
when commissioning an 'External-Facing System' (or website). IT security protocol 
has twenty-one steps and it was recognised by the teams that this was lengthy and 
difficult to absorb as simple text. 

FCL was therefore commissioned to design and build a tool that cleverly illustrated 
this process. The concept of building a website was likened with the idea of starting 
a business - in this case, a Juice-Bar. Illustrations and animation were used to bring 
meaning and interest to each security stage. Colour-codes were also used to identify 
which departments were responsible for each stage. 

GSK IT were delighted with the tool and received a positive internal reaaion. 
The EFS guide saves them a considerable amount of time in supporting the 
marketing teams through the security process. 
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Please see video here: http://youtu.be/W5CdeubtFpy

Fashion GPS marketing - videos, banners, leaflets, photography 
Gillian orchestrated promotional material in conjunction with UK and European fashion weeks, events 
(held on and off FGPS premises), and the flagship mobile app “Radar”. Promotional activities included:  Style 
Lounge, FGPS Fashion Taxi, Graduate Fashion Week, Lipstick Launch Event and the popular Wine Friday get-
togethers in FGPS’s Grade II listed bulding - which proved to be a great morale-booster and opportunity for 
all staff to gel with current customers and excite prospective clients.

WWW.FASHIONGPS.COM

TECHNOLOGY FOR THE 
FASHION INDUSTRY

BE A PART OF 
THE FUTURE

PRESS BRANDS

PR

GPS EVENTS

GPS MAILING

GPS CONTACTS GPS REPORTING

GPS CREDITS/EDITORIAL

GPS RADAR

GPS SAMPLES

GPS STYLES

FASHION
GPS

WWW.FASHIONGPS.COM

 http://youtu.be/W5CdEubTFpY


Fashion photography and 
interactive flick-book design 
for interview Magazine
Gillian photographed two Fashion Week seasons for 
Interview Magazine (Russia). Photography by Gillian 
Harding-Moore. The magazine required a selection 
for an interactive digital flick-book for the ‘I was 
there’ series. The content was written from the 
perspective of a journalist. 

Each look-number sits underneath its corresponding 
look-image. When the user rolls over this number, the look 
information reveals with an option to view that look in 
the official fashion show video. Some numbers have ‘play’ 
triangles next to them which indicates that there is an 
exclusive video, such as an interview or vox-pops.

Interleaving these photographic pages are spreads 
containing a journalists diary of each event, with inside 
details from the BFC lounge, taxi-ride banter, parties, 
interviews and the contents of goodie bags. 

KTZ
80s hip-hop with 
native american 
prints, roman 
typography  and 
eskimo layering

VIVIENNE 
WESTWOOD

FASHIONISTAS 
Just five minutes in the courtyard and can 
be a feast for the eyes! Here’s a selection of 
creative expressions.

AT SOMERSET HOUSE

AW13I WAS THERE CORRIE 
NIELSON
Studying & sketching 
flowers & plants  
in Kew Gardens 

070302

060502

030201 04

070605 100908

100908 13

13 140908

060502 04

1415090814

exclusive interview

exclusive interview
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Thank you for taking the time to 
view our credentials and portfolio.
If you want to work with us or would simply like to 
drop by for a chat please don’t hesitate to get in touch.

London Studio 
Fuel Creativity Ltd. 
44 Onslow Gardens, South Croydon 
Surrey, CR2 9AT.
Telephone +44 (0) 20 8407 6387
Skype fuelcreativity
Email info@fuelcreativity.com
www.fuelcreativity.com

“ H a v i n g  w o r k e d  c l o s e l y 
w i t h  F u e l  C r e a t i v i t y  L t d . 
o ve r  a  l o n g  p e r i o d  o f  
time, what sets them apart 
from other agencies is their 
strategic insight.  Lots of 
agencies can implement, but 
Fuel deliver with an innate 
s e n s e  o f  b u s i n e s s  a c u m e n 
and foresight.  That ’s why 
I  w o u l d  r e c o m m e n d  Fu e l 
Creativity to anyone with 

a  c o m p l e x 
business model 
t h a t  n e e d s 

communicating 
very simply to 

their audience.”
Paul Pankhurst 
Chairman  
PDD

“ R o c k s c h o o l ,  t h e  w o r l d ’s 
l e a d i n g  a s s e s s m e n t  a n d 
examination board for rock 
and pop music, is pleased to 
recommend Fuel Creativity 
Ltd.  Fuel has established 
o u r  b r a n d  a s  o n e  o f  t h e 
leading players in our field 
as well as delivering innovative 
design ideas for our books  
and other assessment products. 
Fuel’s creative teams deliver 

c o n s i s t e n t 
value: you can 
trust them to 

put your business 
on the map.”

Dr. Simon Pitt Chief 
Exe c'  O ff icer, 
Rockschool 
Ltd.
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Fuel Creativity Ltd.  
London Studio
44 Onslow Gardens, South Croydon  
Surrey, CR2 9AT, UK

Telephone +44 (0) 20 8407 6387 
Skype fuelcreativity
Email info@fuelcreativity.com 
www.fuelcreativity.com

Fuel Creativity is registered in England 
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